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About   the   Class 

This   class   is   designed   to   introduce   the   participate   to   the   foundations   of   the   Christian 

faith.   Since   this   is   a   fairly   ambitious   task   for   a   four-week   class,   the   book    Simply   Christian 

by   N.T.   Wright   is   assigned   as   supplemental   reading.   The   participant   is   encouraged   to   take 

notes,   ask   questions,   complete   all   the   assigned   reading   and   engage   other   class   members 

in   off-site   discussion   -   all   for   the   purpose   of   deeply   and   sincerely   engaging   the 

foundations   of   the   Christian   faith.  

Next   Steps 

Upon   completion   of   the   class,   participants   are   equipped   to   make   a   decision   regarding: 

● Receiving   Christian   Baptism. 

● Participation   in   a   Redeemer   Small   Group. 

● Participation   in   Redeemer   congregational   worship.  

● Participation   in   the   Membership   Class. 

 

Class   Titles  

Part   1:   The   Drama   of   Scripture 

Part   2:   Echoes   of   a   Voice 

Part   3:   Staring   at   the   Sun 

Part   4:   Reflecting   the   Image 
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Part   1:   The   Drama   of   Scripture 

Faith   Shaped   by   the   Missional   Story   of   the   Bible 

Story-Shaped   Lives 

“The   story   in   which   I   find   significance   and   purpose   might   be   simply   -   “the   story   of   my 

life,”   the   narrative   of   my   private   biographical   journey.   But   it   might   be   broader   than   this: 

the   story   of   my   family   or   my   town   -   even   my   country   and   my   civilization.   The   more 

deeply   I   probe   for   meaning,   the   larger   the   context   I   will   seek.   And   this   leads   to   a   very 

important   question:   Is   there   a   true   story   of   the   whole   world   in   which   I   am   called   to   live 

my   life?   One   author   put   it   this   way,   “The   way   we   understand   human   life   depends   on 

what   conception   we   have   of   the   human   story.   What   is   the   real   story   of   which   my   life 

story   is   a   part?    Is   there   a   real   story   that   provides   a   framework   of   meaning   for   all   people 1

in   all   times   and   place,   and   therefore   for   my   own   life   in   the   world?”  2

The   Bible’s   Story 

“Christians   believe   that   there   is   one   true   story   about   the   Universe   -   the   story   told   in   the 

Bible.   It   begins   with   God’s   creation   and   human   rebellion   and   runs   through   the   history   of 

Israel   to   Jesus   and   on   through   the   church,   moving   to   the   coming   of   the   kingdom   of   God. 

At   the   very   center   of   this   story   is   the   man   called   Jesus   in   whom   God   has   revealed   His 

fullest   purpose   and   meaning   for   the   world.   Only   in   this   one   narrative   can   we   discover 

the   meaning   of   human   history   -   and   thus   the   meaning   of   your   life   and   mine.   This   kind   of 

story   is   foundational.   It   provides   us   with   an   understanding   of   the   whole   world   and   of   our 

own   place   within   it.   Such   a   comprehensive   story   gives   us   the   meaning   of   not   merely 

personal   or   national   history,   but    universal    history.”   3

Meta-Stories   &   Our   Pluralist   Society 

“This   is   difficult   to   hear   in   the   midst   of   a   society   that   has   tacitly   adopted   the   philosophy 

of   pluralism.   Pressure   for   harmony   among   cultures   and   nations   would   urge   us   to   regard 

the   Bible   as   just   another   volume   in   the   world’s   library   of   interesting   stories,   of   which 

perhaps   none   -   or   all   -   might   be   more   or   less   reliable.   But   to   do   so   would   be   to   treat   the 

Bible   as   something   other   than   what   it   claims   to   be:   the   one   true   story   of   the   world. 

1   Lesslie   Newbigin.    The   Gospel   in   a   Pluralist   Society .   Grand   Rapids:   Eerdmans,   1998),   15.  
2   Bartholomew   &   Goheen.    The   Drama   of   Scripture .   20.  
3   Bartholomew   &   Goheen.    The   Drama   of   Scripture .   20. 
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According   to   the   Biblical   narrative,   the   meaning   of   our   whole   world’s   history   has   been 

most   fully   shown   to   us   in   the   person   of   Jesus.   One   may   either   embrace   that   story   as   true 

or   reject   it   as   arrogant   and   false,   but   one   must   not   simply   reshape   the   Bible   to   suit   one’s 

own   preferences.   The   Bible’s   claim   to   tell   the   true   story   of   our   world’s   history   and 

meaning   is   fundamental   to   its   structure.”  4

The   Unique   Importance   of   a   Story-Shaped   Faith 

A   Christian   missionary   named   Lesslie   Newbigin   traveled   to   India   and   interacted   with   a 

prominent   Hindu   Scholar.   The   Hindu   said   to   him,    “I   can’t   understand   why   you 

missionaries   present   the   Bible   to   us   in   India   as   a   book   of   religion.   It   is   not   a   book   a   religion 

-   and   anyway   we   have   plenty   of   books   of   religion   in   India.   We   don’t   need   any   more!   I   find   in 

your   Bible   a   unique   interpretation   of   universal   history,   the   history   of   the   whole   of   creation 

and   the   history   of   the   human   race.   And   therefore   a   unique   interpretation   of   the   human 

person   as   a   responsible   actor   in   history.   This   is   unique.   There   is   nothing   else   in   the   whole 

religious   literature   of   the   world   to   put   alongside   it.”  5

Having   a   strong   understanding   of   how   the   narrative   works   becomes   foundational   to 

understanding   two   things:   1)   What   the   Bible   is   saying   anywhere   is   best   understood   as   it 

is   placed   in   the   broader   context   of   this   story,   and   2)   We   understand   where   we   currently 

find   ourselves   in   this   broad   narrative.   Biblical   authors   are   regularly   anticipating   later 

parts   of   the   story   and   constantly   referencing   earlier   parts   of   the   story.   When   one 

considers   the   story   of   Jesus   particularly,   and   how   it   is   described   in   the   four   gospel 

accounts   which   open   the   New   Testament,   the   gospel   writers   are   going   to   great   lengths   to 

show   how   his   life   and   work   is   the   climactic   fulfillment   of   Old   Testament   history.   If   we’re 

not   familiar   with   that   history,   it   is   easy   to   miss   much   of   what   is   going   on   as   we   read   the 

Gospels.   This   sort   of   thing   happens   almost   everywhere   in   the   Bible.   Later   parts   of 

Genesis   explain   and   work   out   earlier   parts.   Isaiah   declares   promises   made   by   God,   and 

Revelation   explains   these   promises.   We   need   to   see   the   whole   to   help   us   appreciate   all   of 

the   individual   parts.  

But   secondly,   the   Bible   doesn’t   simply   tell   an   abstract   story   disconnected   from   the 

realities   of   our   everyday   lives.   We   are   very   much   in   the   middle   of   this   story.   The   church, 

born   in   the   book   of   Acts   and   written   to   in   the   letters   Paul,   is   still   very   much   our   church. 

We   may   face   our   own   set   of   historical   particularities,   but   God   has   delivered   his   Word   to 

us   in   these   pages.   It   is   here   that   we   are   confronted   with   sin,   comforted   by   God’s 

promises,   and   reminded   of   all   that   God   has   done   to   bring   the   story   thus   far.   We   need   to 

4   Bartholomew   &   Goheen.    The   Drama   of   Scripture .   21. 
5   Lesslie   Newbigin.    A   Walk   Through   the   Bible.    (Louisville:   Westminster   John   Knox,   1999),   4.  
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see   the   whole   so   that   we   might   know   where   we   are   in   history,   where   we   have   come   from, 

and   where   we   are   headed   as   part   of   the   whole   history. 

Summarizing   the   Bible’s   Story 

So   what   is   the   story?   What   are   the   major   movements   and   how   can   we   understand   them? 

The   story   can   be   summarized   by   four   major   movements   that   all   point   towards   the   one, 

grand,   over-arching   theme   of   the   entire   Bible.   The   four   major   movements   are:    Creation, 

Fall,   Redemption,   and   Restoration    →   The    creation    of   the   world   by   God,   the   total    fall    into 

the   corruption   of   sin   by   human   rebellion,   the    redemption    brought   about   by   Jesus’   death 

and   resurrection,   and   the    restoration    of   all   things   by   God   in   the   last   days.   So,   to   what 

theme   do   these   movements   point?   →   That   God,   as   the   main   character   of   the   Bible’s   story, 

has   been   and   is   on   a    mission .   He   created   the   world   and   humanity   for   a   purpose.   When 

the   world   and   humanity   fell   into   corruption   by   human   rebellion,   He   pursued   humanity 

like   a   Father   looking   for   a   lost   child.   When   humanity   rejected   Him,   He   became   one   of   us 

so   that   He   might   absorb   the   punishment   our   rebellion   deserves.   He   still   pursues 

rebellious   human   beings   today   and   for   the   purpose   of   welcoming   them   into   His   family. 

He   has   promised   to,   one   day,   restore   the   whole   universe   to   peace,   goodness,   justice,   and 

beauty.   This   is   the   story   of   the   Bible   and   the   mission   of   God.  

The   Bible   is   a   Missional   Story 

“The   very   existence   of   the   Bible   is   incontrovertible   evidence   of   the   God   who   refused   to 

forsake   his   rebellious   creation,   who   refused   to   give   up,   who   was   and   is   determined   to 

redeem   and   restore   fallen   creation   to   his   original   design   for   it….   The   very   existence   of 

such   a   collection   of   writings   testifies   to   a   God   who   breaks   through   to   human   beings,   who 

disclosed   himself   to   them,   who   will   not   leave   them   unilluminated   in   their   darkness… 

who   takes   the   initiative   in   reestablishing   broken   relationships   with   us.”   6

“The   process   by   which   these   texts   came   to   be   written   were   often   profoundly   missional   in 

nature.   Many   of   them   emerged   out   of   events   or   struggles   or   crises   or   conflicts   in   which 

the   people   of   God   engaged   with   the   constantly   changing   and   challenging   task   of 

articulating   and   living   out   their   understanding   of   God’s   revelation   and   redemptive   action 

in   the   world…   The   text   itself   is   a   product   of    mission   in   action .”  7

CREATION:   The   Story   Begins 

Genesis   1:1    “In   the   beginning,   God...”  

6   Charles   R.   Taber.    Missiology   &   the   Bible .   Missiology   11   (1983):   232.  
7   Christopher   J.H.   Wright.    The   Mission   of   God .   (Downer’s   Grove:   InterVarsity   Press,   2006),   49.  
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The   Bible   begins   with   God.   Before   there   was   anything,   whether   primordial   mass   or 

rivers   or   mountains   or   trees,   there   was   God.   It   is   one   of   the   most   little   observed   but 

startling   of   claims   made   in   the   first   chapter   of   the   Bible’s   first   book.   There   at   the 

beginning   is   the   one   who   has   no   family   of   origin,   no   story   of   development,   and   no   order 

of   authority   preceding   Him.   There   is   simply   absolute   reality   defined   as   God.   He   is   there. 

We   do   not   dream   up   a   god   of   our   choosing;   rather   we   are   faced   with   the   reality   Francis 

Schaeffer   referred   to   in   his   wonderful   book:    The   God   who   is   There .   He   is   there.   He   has 

traits.   He   has   attributes.   He   defines   things.   He   orders   things.   He   is   not   subject   to   our 

theological   whims   and   preferences.   He   is   the   God   who   is   there.   And   He   is   not   silent...  

The   opening   scene   in   Genesis   would   have   been   striking   to   its   first   listeners   for   another 

reason:   “and   the   Spirit   of   God   was   resting   on   the   waters...”   The   predominant   creation 

stories   of   the   region   and   time   period   during   which   Genesis   was   written   all   involved   a 

great   war   between   the   gods   and   notably   with   the   god   who   was   the   sea.   But   here   we   have 

no   battle,   no   unrest,   simply   the   Spirit   of   God   resting   on   the   waters.   We   don’t   find   a   war, 

but   a   word   spoken—a   series   of   words   that   both   create   and   evaluate   everything   that   is. 

And   God   evaluates   all   that   He   has   made   and   calls   all   of   it   good.   God   invents   galaxies, 

mountains,   oceans,   rivers,   trees,   strange   insects   which   look   like   rhinoceroses,   actual 

rhinoceroses,   duck-billed   platypuses,   along   with   wine   and   grapes   and   sex   and   sleep   and 

the   processes   by   which   excess   gasses   are   removed   from   the   body.   He   does   all   of   this   by 

His   word   and   calls   all   of   it   good.  8

Genesis   1:26-28—   26    “Then   God   said,   “Let   us   make   man   in   our   image,   after   our   likeness. 

And   let   them   have   dominion   over   the   fish   of   the   sea   and   over   the   birds   of   the   heavens   and 

over   the   livestock   and   over   all   the   earth   and   over   every   creeping   thing   that   creeps   on   the 

earth.”   27   So   God   created   man   in   his   own   image,   in   the   image   of   God   he   created   him;   male 

and   female   he   created   them.   28   And   God   blessed   them.   And   God   said   to   them,   “Be   fruitful 

and   multiply   and   fill   the   earth   and   subdue   it,   and   have   dominion   over   the   fish   of   the   sea   and 

over   the   birds   of   the   heavens   and   over   every   living   thing   that   moves   on   the   earth.” 

At   the   climactic   moment,   on   day   6,   He   makes   mankind.   He   makes   man   and   commissions 

him   for   a   very   particular   vocation.   Adam   and   Eve   (the   first   man   and   woman)   are   made 

to   image   God.   In   other   words   they   are   placed   in   the   world   and   by   their   existence   are   to 

display   what   God   is   like.   They   are   to   rule   over   the   creation   God   had   made   and   to   do   so   in 

ways   that   are   consistent   with   God’s   justice   and   goodness   and   generosity.   They   are   put   on 

the   earth   to   be   stewards   of   the   king   who   is   God.   9

8   Read   all   of   Genesis   1   &   2 
9   This   is   what   Christian   theologians   call   the   “Cultural   Mandate.”  
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They   were   also   commissioned   “to   be   fruitful   and   multiply,”   and   thereby   fill   the   whole 

earth   with   God’s   faithful   stewards   and   God’s   image.   God   commissioned   these   two,   and   all 

of   their   progeny   to   fill   the   earth   with   pictures   of   His   goodness   and   creativity   and 

authority   and   justice.   Another   interesting   thing   from   these   early   chapters   of   Genesis   is 

that   God   does   not   make   a   generic   mankind.   He   makes   man   and   woman.   He   makes   them 

different   and   for   the   achievement   of   different   purposes   in   this   grand   vocation.   In   our 

culture   it   has   become   commonplace   to   attribute   gender   and   its   subsequent   roles   to   social 

norms   and   conditioning.   We   thus   destroy   beautiful   distinctions   in   what   God   has   made. 

He   created   them   male   and   female.   And   God   goes   further   to   oversee   the   first   marriage, 

and   a   commissioning   of   the   first   family.   Adam   is   to   sacrificially   lead   his   family   in   this 

vocation.   He   and   Eve   are   to   raise   children   that   bear   God’s   image   in   the   world,   and   order 

this   world   in   ways   faithful   to   God’s   authority   and   purpose.   And   so   God   creates   the   world, 

builds   a   garden,   and   places   in   it   the   first   married   couple   called   by   God   to   worship   Him, 

rule   creation   under   his   authority,   and   to   love   one   another   such   that   their   children 

continue   this   calling.  

   Creation:   Humanity   &   God 

What   is   the   relationship   between   human   beings   and   God?   There   is    intimacy    -   He   is   their 

creator   and   they   bear   His   image.   This   is   the   intimacy   shared   by   a   parent   and   child.   They 

are   not   equals,   one   is   entirely   dependent   on   the   other.   But   just   as   a   child   bears   a 

resemblance   to   the   parent   that   marks   them   as   belonging   together,   so   humans   bear   a 

resemblance   to   God   that   marks   them   as   belonging   together.   There   is   also    freedom .   God 

has   not   made   programmed   robots   to   do   His   bidding.   He   gives   human   beings   themselves  10

-   autonomous   decision-making.   There   is   also    obedience .   Humans   relate   to   God   by   joyfully 

obeying   Him. 

Creation:   Humanity   &   Self 

What   is   the   relationship   human   beings   have   with   themselves?   They   have    dignity .   As 

image-bearers   of   God   -   they   have   intrinsic   value   and   self-respect.   There   is   no   arrogance 

or   pride,   no   false   humility.   This   is   a   picture   of   perfect   internal   health.   They   are   also 

innocent .   As   we   will   see   later   on,   humans   have   not   yet   chosen   between   obedience   and 

disobedience   -   right   and   wrong   -   they   only   know   obedience   and   rightness   -   and   in   that 

sense   -   they   are   innocent.  

Creation:   Humanity   &   Others 

10   C.S.   Lewis.    The   Magician’s   Nephew .   (New   York:   Harper   Collins,   1955),   128.  
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What   is   the   relationship   human   beings   have   with   each   other?   When   the   first   man   saw 

the   first   woman,   he   burst   forth   into   poetry,   “This   at   last   is   bone   of   my   bones   and   flesh   of 

my   flesh;   she   shall   be   called   Woman   because   she   was   taken   out   of   Man.”   Genesis   2:23. 

These   are   words   of   surprise   and    delight .   Adam   is   delighted   with   Eve.   He   rejoices   in   her. 

It’s   worth   noting   that   God’s   first   command   to   Adam   and   Eve   is   for   them   to   have   sex.   God 

designed   humanity   for   sex   -   He   calls   it   good!   Our   contemporary   society   has   this   notion 

that   the   church   is   anti-sex.   This   could   not   be   further   from   the   truth.   The   original 

relationship   between   human   beings   is   delight,   intimacy   and   appreciation.  

Creation:   Humanity   &   World 

What   is   the   relationship   human   beings   have   with   the   earth   itself?   It   is   given   to   them   as   a 

gift   for   the   purpose   of   stewardship   -   which   is   their   vocation.   This   means   that   human 

beings   are   given   a   position    over    the   earth,   but   their   job   is   to    care   for   it    -   to   cause   it   to 

flourish.  

Creation:   Summary 

“We   see   God   in   a   posture   of   unqualified   delight   towards   His   creatures.   Human   beings 

bear   the   very   dignity   of   heaven   in   themselves   and   extend   the   purposes   of   heaven   into 

the   world.   Human   relationships   are   marked   by   mutual   delight   and   freedom   from   shame. 

The   material   world   is   celebrated   in   beauty   and   nurtured   by   loving   hands.   This—the 

loving   co-existence   of   God,   ourselves,   others,   and   the   world—is   God’s   original   vision   for 

creation.   It   is   pure   shalom   -   perfect   peace.” Shalom    -   is   an   important   word   for 11

understanding   the   Bible   and   the   mission   of   God.    Shalom    is   a   Hebrew   word   that 

summarizes   a   status   of   flourishing,   thriving   goodness   and   beauty   - 

all-things-being-the-way-they-ought-to-be.    Shalom    summarizes   the   state   of   existence   at 

the   Creation.” 

 

 

FALL :   The   Great   Tragedy  

Romans   1:18    “Now   the   wrath   of   God   is   revealed   from   heaven   against   all   ungodliness   and 

unrighteousness   of   men...”  

When   God   placed   Adam   and   Eve   in   the   garden   he   gave   them   one   restriction:   They   were 

11   Gregory   Thompson.    The   Comprehensive   Gospel .   (Charlottesville:   Trinity   Presbyterian   Church),   1.  
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not   to   eat   fruit   from   the   tree   of   the   knowledge   of   good   and   evil.   This   was   not   and   is   not 

simply   a   dietary   restriction.   God   was   not   simply   placing   a   plate   of   cookies   at   the   center   of 

the   table   and   commanding   them   not   to   eat   the   cookies.   The   name   of   the   tree   is   more 

significant   than   that.   It   refers   to   the   source   of   moral   knowledge.   The   command   was   not 

to   take   such   knowledge   into   their   own   hands.   Adam   and   Eve,   and   through   them   -   all 

people,   were   to   remain   dependent   on   God   for   their   understanding   of   what   is   good   and 

what   is   evil.   They   were   to   be   God’s   children,   looking   to   Him   as   to   a   Father,   trusting   that 

what   He   says   is   good   actually   is   good,   and   what   He   says   is   evil   actually   is   evil.   To   take 

that   fruit   was   to   claim   the   rights   to   determine   such   things   for   ourselves.  

 
Genesis   3:6-8;   22-24    “6   So   when   the   woman   saw   that   the   tree   was   good   for   food,   and 
that   it   was   a   delight   to   the   eyes,   and   that   the   tree   was   to   be   desired   to   make   one   wise 
she   took   of   its   fruit   and   ate,   and   she   also   gave   some   to   her   husband   who   was   with 
her,   and   he   ate.   7   Then   the   eyes   of   both   were   opened,   and   they   knew   that   they   were 
naked.   And   they   sewed   fig   leaves   together   and   made   themselves   loincloths.8   And   they 
heard   the   sound   of   the   LORD   God   walking   in   the   garden   in   the   cool   of   the   day,   and   the 
man   and   his   wife   hid   themselves   from   the   presence   of   the   LORD   God   among   the   trees   of   the 
garden…   22   Then   the   LORD   God   said,   “Behold,   the   man   has   become   like   one   of   us   in 
knowing   good   and   evil.   Now,   lest   he   reach   out   his   hand   and   take   also   of   the   tree   of   life   and 
eat,   and   live   forever—”   23   therefore   the   LORD   God   sent   him   out   from   the   garden   of   Eden   to 
work   the   ground   from   which   he   was   taken.   24   He   drove   out   the   man,   and   at   the   east   of   the 
garden   of   Eden   he   placed   the   cherubim   and   a   flaming   sword   that   turned   every   way   to   guard 
the   way   to   the   tree   of   life.” 

And   so,   Adam   and   Eve   were   given   this   command   and   disobeyed   it.   They   took   the   fruit 

and   ate   it,   thereby   rejecting   the   kingship   of   God,   choosing   instead   the   folly   of 

self-determination   and   independence   from   the   authority   of   the   God   who   had   given   them 

life.   The   Fall   is   not   the   story   of   man   and   woman   eating   a   bit   of   forbidden   fruit.   It   is   the 

story   of   man’s   rebellious   turn   from   God.   It   is   the   decision   which   all   of   us   have   made   in 

Adam   to   be   our    own    Lords,   to   be   our    own    Sovereigns,   even   to   be   our    own    Saviors.  

The   effects   of   this   rebellion   are   pervasive.   We,   in   refusing   to   acknowledge   and   give 

thanks   to   God,   have   become   blind.   In   our   rebellion   against   the   King,   we   have   cut 

ourselves   off   from   the   very   source   of   life   and   wisdom.   According   to   Romans   1,   we   have 

become   insane   fools,   fools   who   think   we   are   wise.   We   were   created   to   praise   and   love 

what   is   beautiful.   Instead   we   praise   and   love   what   is   evil   and   grotesque.   We   were 

created   to   know   and   believe   what   is   true.   Instead   we   have   constructed   entire   societies 

based   on   what   is   false.   We   were   made   to   practice   and   praise   that   which   is   good.   Instead 

we   do   what   is   evil   and   give   approval   to   those   who   do   evil   as   well.   We   are   blind   fools, 

proudly   declaring   our   certainty   about   the   world   around   us,   producing   everywhere   a   sort 
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of   growing   death.  

As   the   story   of   Genesis   plays   on   through   chapters   3-11   we   see   the   effects   of   our   rebellion 

destroying   everything.   Cain   kills   Abel   in   chapter   4.   Violence   tears   families   and   cultures 

apart   in   chapter   5.   It   brings   God’s   judgment   on   all   of   creation   in   chapters   6-8.   And   finally 

as   men   come   together   in   a   great   act   of   rebellion   by   attempting   to   build   a   city   with   a 

tower   whose   stated   purpose   is   to   establish   their   names   (rather   than   God’s)   throughout 

the   earth,   God   in   both   his   kindness   and   in   judgment   drives   men   apart   and   destroys   the 

very   fabric   of   human   unity. 

The   Fall:   Humanity   &   God 

Now   what   is   humanity’s   relationship   to   God?   Where   there   was   intimacy,   now   there   is 

exile.   Where   there   was   loving   acceptance   and   freedom,   there   is   now   condemnation. 

Where   there   was   obedience,   there   is   now   disobedience   and   rebellion.   In   short,   human 

beings   are   estranged   from   God.   We   doubt   His   existence,   question   His   goodness,   flee   from 

His   presence,   violate   His   laws,   mock   His   authority,   and   scorn   His   wisdom.   The   fracturing 

of   this   relationship   has   splintered   and   cracked   every   other   relationship.   Like   a   rock 

thrown   through   a   glass   window,   now   the   whole   thing   comes   crashing   down.  

The   Fall:   Humanity   &   Self 

What   has   this   done   to   human   beings   relationships   with   themselves?   Where   once   there 

was   dignity,   now   there   is   shame.   Dignified   nakedness   turns   to   shameful   covering   up. 

Where   once   there   was   beautiful   innocence,   now   there   is   twisted   disfigurement.   Human 

beings   are   no   longer   sure   of   who   they   are.   Children   are   now   born   with   built-in   self-doubt 

and   insecurity.   When   my   daughter   was   one-year-old,   she   tottered   into   a   room   full   of 

adults,   and   in   her   adorable   and   childish   way,   she   tried   to   dance   to   the   music   that   was 

playing,   but   instead   sat   down   hard   on   her   rear   end.   When   the   room   burst   into   laughter 

at   her   cuteness,   she   burst   into   tears   of   shame.   What   is   happening   there?   Why   do   young 

men   question   whether   they   have   what   it   takes   to   succeed?   Why   do   young   women   doubt 

their   loveliness?   Estranged   from   God,   we   are   now   disconnected   from   the   source   of   our 

dignity   as   beloved   children   of   the   Heavenly   Father.   Now   we   are   left   to   muster   up 

watered-down   substitutes:   self-confidence   programs   for   children,   self-improvement 

books   for   adults.   We   are   told   to   love   ourselves   in   order   to   be   happy.   Rather   than   looking 

outward   to   a   relationship   with   God,   we   look   inward   -   but   we   find   only   shame   and 

brokenness.  

The   Fall:   Humanity   &   Others 
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What   has   this   done   to   our   relationships   with   each   other?   Where   there   was   once   delight, 

intimacy   and   appreciation.   Now   the   default   mode   is   suspicion,   self-centeredness, 

with-holding,   and   judgment.   Mind   you,   I’m   not   talking   about   how   things   are   all   the   time. 

Of   course   we   still   have   moments   of   delight,   intimacy   and   appreciation   with   each   other   - 

but   they   never   last   do   they?   Marriages   that   begin   with   the   spark   of   passion   and   hope   - 

often   end   in   bitterness   and   violence.   Siblings   that   used   to   ride   bicycles   through   the 

neighborhood   together   -   now   barely   speak   and   only   text   each   other   on   birthdays.   Bosses 

abuse   their   employees   for   corporate   profit,   politicians   use   the   general   population   to   prop 

up   their   careers,   and   pay-day-loan   businesses   swindle   the   poor   out   of   their   meager 

income.   Young   women   are   bought   and   sold,   filmed,   photographed,   used   and   discarded   to 

satiate   the   lusts   of   a   world   that   has   come   to   view   human   beings   for   their   market 

potential   rather   than   their   inherent   dignity   and   value.   The   primary   emotions   that 

parents   experience   towards   their   children   are   rarely   delight   and   hope,   but   rather   stress 

and   worry.   We   are   estranged   from   one   another   -   fear   and   violence   are   present   in   the 

workplace,   in   our   schools,   and   in   our   homes.  

The   Fall:   Humanity   &   World 

The   sorrow   continues,   what   has   this   done   to   the   relationship   between   humanity   and   the 

earth?   Where   once   human   beings   gratefully   received   the   earth   as   a   good   gift   to   be 

cultivated   -   now   humanity   exploits   the   earth   for   temporary   profit   and   the   vocational 

work   of   all   humanity   is   marked   by   futility.   What   do   we   mean   by   futility?   For   the   first 

humans,   this   meant   that   they   began   to   contend   with   weeds   and   thorns,   droughts   and 

floods   as   they   struggled   to   farm   the   land   to   feed   themselves.   Today   it   means   that   even 

our   best   efforts   to   use   our   resources   to   bring   about   human   flourishing   and   the   common 

good   still   produce   mixed   results   and   often   failure.   We   tinker   with   the   ecosystems   of 

national   parks   in   an   attempt   to   stimulate   healthy   growth   and   end   up   wiping   out   entire 

species.   We   work   longer   and   longer   hours   at   jobs   that   have   no   end   in   sight.   Even   in   the 

most   altruistic   of   occupations   -   like   running   an   orphanage   or   free   health   clinic   -   will   not 

ultimately   solve   the   problem   of   parental   abandonment   or   disease.   There   is   a   virus   in   the 

system,   poison   in   the   water   -   the   whole   earth   is   decaying   and   we   are   powerless   to   stop   it. 

All   because   human   beings   rebelled   against   God   -   the   source   and   sustainer   of   all   things. 

Sin   has   cut   off   all   creation   from   the   creator   and   it   is   dying   -   like   a   cut   flower   in   a   vase   -   it 

will   last   a   while,   but   it   will   fade   eventually. 

Fall:   Summary 

“God’s   people   turned   away   from   God’s   created   intention—with   all   of   its   goodness—and 
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plunged   both   themselves   and   the   world   into   the   shadow   of   sin.   As   a   result   of   this   sin,   the 

loving   co-existence   of   God,   ourselves,   others,   and   the   world   has   been   broken,   and   the 

world   in   which   we   now   live   is—for   all   of   its   undeniable   glory—nonetheless   only   the 

barest   image   of   this   original   vision.   God’s   relationship   with   His   creatures—once   marked 

solely   by   loving   delight—is   now   marked   by   grief,   holy   anger,   and   the   justice   of   judgment. 

Our   own   selves—once   shining   with   the   full   glory   of   God’s   image   and   the   deep   dignity   of 

His   purpose—have   been   diminished   into   a   shadow   of   our   former   selves.   Human 

relationships—once   a   source   of   freedom   and   mutual   delight—have   become   a   source   of 

violence,   shame,   and   fear.   The   material   world—which   once   promised   such   glorious 

fruitfulness—now   groans   under   the   curse   of   exploitation   and   futility.   Because   of   sin, 

God’s   original   creative   intention—with   all   of   its   manifold   beauty—has   fallen   into   the 

tragedy   of   ruin.”   12

REDEMPTION:   A   Hero   on   a   Quest 

2   Corinthians   5:19    “...in   Christ   God   was   reconciling   the   world   to   himself,   not   counting   their 

trespasses   against   them,   and   entrusting   to   us   the   message   of   reconciliation.”  

What   will   God   do   about   this?   To   answer   this   is   to   ask   what   kind   of   person   God   is.   Is   God 

fundamentally   angry?   Will   He   lash   out   in   vengeance   against   humanity   for   what   they 

have   done?   Is   He   aloof   and   disinterested?   Will   He   leave   the   world   to   crumble?   All   the 

while   saying   “I   told   you   so.”   Is   He   a   nice   person,   but   simply   not   powerful   enough   to   do 

much   more   than   answer   the   smallest   of   prayers   -   helping   us   find   a   parking   place   or   get 

into   the   right   university?      Is   He   bigoted,   racist,   and   narrow-minded?   Only   willing   to   help 

those   who   live   up   to   His   arbitrary   standards?   What   is   the   God   of   the   Bible   like?   What 

kind   of   person   is   He?      Is   he   trustworthy? 

Look   at   what   He   says   and   look   at   what   He   does.   God   does   not   abandon   humanity   to   its 

fate.   He   pursues,   He   gives   chase.   Like   a   man   chasing   after   woman   who   has   just   dumped 

him,   like   a   parent   chasing   after   a   wayward   child   -   God   does   not   give   up   on   the 

relationship.   He   is   a   Hero   on   a   great   quest.   The   story   of   the   nation   of   Israel   in   the   Old 

Testament   is   the   story   of   a   God   who   refuses   to   give   up   on   His   people   and   who   longs   for 

them   to   stop   chasing   other   sources   of   life   and   come   home   to   Him.  

The   most   astounding   moment   in   history   begins   in   a   small-town   barn.   Jesus,   the   Son   of 

God   comes   to   die   for   the   sins   of   God’s   people,   re-establish   the   Kingdom   of   God,   and 

conquer   the   enemies   of   God,   namely   sin   and   death.   And   he   comes   to   us   in   the   humblest 

of   forms.   God   becomes   a   baby.   The   gospel   accounts   of   Jesus’   life   make   explicit   that   Jesus 
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is   fulfilling   both   the   mandate   given   originally   to   Adam   and   the   calling   of   Israel.   He   is 

declared   to   be   the   Christ—the   messiah   of   whom   the   great   and   famous   Israelite   King 

David   was   simply   a   shadow.   He   is   called   the   new   temple,   the   place   where   men   are 

reconciled   to   God   and   the   place   where   God’s   presence   dwells.   He   announces   everywhere 

he   goes   the   arrival   of   God’s   kingdom.   And   demonstrates   the   nature   of   that   kingdom   by 

proclaiming   the   forgiveness   of   sins,   threatening   judgment   on   the   self-righteous   and   those 

who   resist   God’s   rule,   and   by   healing   the   sick   and   raising   the   dead.  

In   Jesus   we   have   one   who   spoke   more   graphically   about   both   the   horrors   of   God’s 

judgment   and   the   kindness   of   God’s   mercy.   We   find   that   holiness   and   righteousness   are 

about   belief   and   loyalty   to   him,   not   about   our   attempts   to   establish   our   own   morality. 

Jesus,   after   just   three   years   of   public   ministry,   marched   into   Jerusalem   being   hailed   as 

God’s   king.   He   declared   the   rule   of   God   and   called   all   people   to   faith   in   him   and 

repentance   from   sin.   He   was   arrested   by   Jewish   authorities,   tried   illegally,   handed   over 

to   the   Romans,   driven   outside   the   city,   and   hung   on   a   cross   to   die.   Jesus   had   promised 

that   this   would   indeed   happen,   fulfilling   God’s   purposes.   The   night   he   was   arrested,   he 

gathered   with   his   disciples   and   used   a   meal   to   explain   the   meaning   of   his   impending 

death.   His   body   was   to   be   broken   like   bread,   and   his   blood   poured   out   like   wine   so   that   a 

new   covenant   would   be   established   with   his   people—one   in   which   all   their   sins   had   been 

punished   in   the   body   and   blood   of   Jesus.   God   would   not   only   call   a   people   to   himself,   he 

intended   to   atone   for   their   rebellion,   wash   them   of   their   shame,   and   deal   with   the 

penalty   of   death   -   all   in   the   death   of   Jesus.  

Jesus   died   a   cursed   death,   outside   of   Jerusalem,   abandoned,   mocked   bearing   God’s   holy 

wrath   in   the   place   of   all   who   put   their   trust   in   Him.   He   died,   the   just   for   the   unjust,   the 

holy   for   the   unholy,   the   righteous   for   the   unrighteous.   At   the   cross,   Jesus   put   Himself 

forward   as   a   substitute   for   the   rest   of   humanity.   You   see,   as   the   perfect   human   being, 

Jesus   was   free   from   the   corruption   of   sin.   He   was   not   estranged   from   God,   Himself, 

others,   and   the   world.   However,   (and   this   is   the   most   amazing   part   of   the   whole   story), 

because   God    loves    human   beings,   He   came   to   earth   as   Jesus   for   the   purpose   of   taking   our 

deserved   judgment   upon   Himself.   At   the   cross,   Jesus   took   the   collective   sin   of   humanity 

and   the   corruption   of   the   entire   universe   on   His   own   shoulders   -   and   died   in   our   place. 

This   is   the   single   greatest   act   of   love   in   the   history   of   everything.  

Now   if   that   were   the   end   of   the   story,   it   would   be   good   news   for   us,   but   still   mostly   sad 

news.   However,   the   story   does   not   end   there.   Three   days   after   Jesus   was   executed   and 

buried   -   God    resurrected    Him   -   breathed   life   into   His   broken   body   and   restored   His   body 

to   perfect   health   -   and   Jesus   walked   out   of   His   tomb.   At   that   moment   in   history   -   God, 
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through   Jesus,   conquered   sin   and   death.   The   resurrection   of   Jesus   is   the   most   important 

event   in   the   history   of   the   universe   since   its   creation.   The   resurrection   of   Jesus   was   the 

beginning   of   the   end   of   the   Fall.   A   new   reality   began.   A   new   Kingdom   was   inaugurated. 

In   this   new   Kingdom,   human   beings   can   come   to   God   in   repentance   for   their   sins,   put 

their   faith   in   Jesus   -   his   death   and   resurrection   -   and   through   Him   receive   back 

everything   that   was   lost   in   the   Fall!   

Ephesians   2:1-10    “And   you   were   dead   in   the   trespasses   and   sins   2   in   which   you   once 

walked,   following   the   course   of   this   world,   following   the   prince   of   the   power   of   the   air,   the 

spirit   that   is   now   at   work   in   the   sons   of   disobedience—   3   among   whom   we   all   once   lived   in 

the   passions   of   our   flesh,   carrying   out   the   desires   of   the   body   and   the   mind,   and   were   by 

nature   children   of   wrath,   like   the   rest   of   mankind.   4   But   God,   being   rich   in   mercy,   because 

of   the   great   love   with   which   he   loved   us,   5   even   when   we   were   dead   in   our   trespasses,   made 

us   alive   together   with   Christ—   by   grace   you   have   been   saved—   6   and   raised   us   up   with   him 

and   seated   us   with   him   in   the   heavenly   places   in   Christ   Jesus,   7   so   that   in   the   coming   ages 

he   might   show   the   immeasurable   riches   of   his   grace   in   kindness   toward   us   in   Christ   Jesus.   8 

For   by   grace   you   have   been   saved   through   faith.   And   this   is   not   your   own   doing;   it   is   the   gift 

of   God,   9   not   a   result   of   works,   so   that   5   no   one   may   boast.   10   For   we   are   his   workmanship, 

created   in   Christ   Jesus   for   good   works,   which   God   prepared   beforehand,   that   we   should 

walk   in   them. 

Redemption:   Humanity   &   God 

“Because   of   the   crucifixion   of   Jesus,   humanity—   made   for   God   in   creation,   and   alienated 

from   Him   by   the   fall—may   now   be   restored   to   God   (2   Cor.   5).   2   Corinthians   5:   17-19—   17 

‘Therefore,   if   anyone   is   in   Christ,   he   is   a   new   creation.   The   old   has   passed   away;   behold, 

the   new   has   come.   18   All   this   is   from   God,   who   through   Christ   reconciled   us   to   himself 

and   gave   us   the   ministry   of   reconciliation;   19   that   is,   in   Christ   God   was   reconciling   the 

world   to   himself,   not   counting   their   trespasses   against   them,   and   entrusting   to   us   the 

message   of   reconciliation.’   Through   faith,   all   who   have   become   enemies   of   God   and 

exiles   from   His   kingdom   may   now   become   children   of   God   and   friends   of   the   very   King 

of   heaven.   We   are   pursued,   forgiven,   and   can   relate   rightly   to   God   again   through 

worship   and   obedience.”   13

Redemption:   Humanity   &   Self 

“At   the   fall,   the   image   of   God—though   still   irrepressibly   present—was   diminished   and 

obscured   by   sin.   But   through   the   power   of   the   resurrection   of   Jesus,   all   who   trust   in   Him 
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may   be   made   new,   free   from   death   and   all   of   its   corruption,   and   restored   again   into   the 

glory   of   the   image   of   Christ   (Col.   3),   the   second   Adam   (Rm.   5).”  14

Redemption:   Humanity   &   Others 

“At   the   fall,   human   relationships—made   with   such   glorious   promise—began   to 

disintegrate,   collapsing   into   the   misery   of   loneliness   and   conflict.   In   Jesus   this   loneliness 

may   be   healed.   This   is   because   all   who   trust   in   Him   are   joined—really   and   truly—   not 

only   to   Christ   Himself,   but   also   to   one   another,   as   members   of   His   body.   It   is   in   this 

Christ-shaped   community   of   love,   constituted   by   the   Spirit,   that   God’s   relational 

intentions   for   humanity—so   broken   by   sin—may   be   realized   anew   (Jn.   17).  15

Redemption:   Humanity   &   World 

“The   material   world   matters   deeply   to   God,   seen   in   God’s   seven-fold   affirmation   of   its 

goodness   and   in   His   command   for   human   beings   to   nurture   the   earth,   and   multiply   its 

glories.   God’s   intention   for   this   material   world   was   an   endless   future   of   creative   care. 

And   yet   because   of   sin,   this   world   has   become   a   place   of   exploitation   and   futility.   But   in 

Jesus,   the   material   ravages   of   sin,   so   clearly   evident   in   the   world   in   which   we   live,   will   be 

washed   away.   The   prophets   who   anticipated   Jesus’   coming   spoke   not   only   of   a   coming 

sacrifice   for   sin,   of   the   renewal   of   sinners,   and   the   restoration   of   God’s   people,   but   also   of 

the   healing   of   deserts,   the   fruitfulness   of   fields,   and   the   joy   of   trees   (Ezek.   47,   Rev.   22). 

Jesus’   ministry   was   deeply   marked   not   only   by   words   of   spiritual   forgiveness,   but   also   by 

works   of   material   restoration:   the   healing   of   illness,   the   creation   of   wine,   the   calming   of 

storms,   and   the   resurrection   of   the   material   body.   These   actions—rather   than   being   mere 

signs   of   a   deeper   spiritual   meaning—are   themselves   witnesses   to   the   material   aspects   of 

God’s   redemptive   intentions,   foretastes   of   the   healing   of   all   things   (Rom.   8).   Because   of 

this,   Christians   confess   that   the   material   order—now   groaning   deeply   under   the   curse   of 

sin—will   one   day   be   itself   liberated,   washed   clean,   and   made   new.”  16

Redemption:   Summary 

The   death   and   resurrection   of   Jesus   is   the   centerpiece   of   the   story   of   the   mission   of   God, 

the   most   significant   event   in   history   and   lynchpin   of   the   Christian   faith.   All   of   history 

was   moving   towards   this   event   and   the   rest   of   history   flows   from   this   event.   These   are 

not   understood   to   be   merely   spiritual   metaphors   as   many   people   have   come   to   believe, 

but    actual    historical   events   with   both   personal   and   cosmic   implications. 
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RESTORATION:   All   Things   Made   New 

Revelation   21:1-8   —    Then   I   saw   a   new   heaven   and   a   new   earth... 

The   significance   of   this   resurrection   simply   cannot   be   overstated.   The   goal   of   Christ’s 

work   was   not   simply   to   make   a   way   for   individual   sinners   to   go   to   heaven   when   they   die. 

Rather,   the   goal   of   Christ   was   to   destroy   sin   and   death   so   that   the   people   of   God   might 

inherit   a   newly   created   world,   or   as   John   describes   it   in   Revelation,   a   new   heavens   and 

earth.   The   promise   continually   present   throughout   the   Old   Testament   prophets   and 

picked   up   in   the   New   Testament   is   that   God   intends   to   right   all   that   has   gone   wrong.   He 

intends   to   do   this   not   simply   by   punishing   the   wicked   who   have   rebelled   against   his   rule, 

but   by   saving   a   people   who   will,   just   like   Jesus   in   the   middle   of   history,   be   raised   bodily 

at   the   end   of   history.   God   is   making   all   things   new.  

Revelation   21:1-8   —    Then   I   saw   a   new   heaven   and   a   new   earth,   for   the   first   heaven   and   the 

first   earth   had   passed   away,   and   the   sea   was   no   more.   2   And   I   saw   the   holy   city,   new 

Jerusalem,   coming   down   out   of   heaven   from   God,   prepared   as   a   bride   adorned   for   her 

husband.   3   And   I   heard   a   loud   voice   from   the   throne   saying,   “Behold,   the   dwelling   place   of 

God   is   with   man.   He   will   dwell   with   them,   and   they   will   be   his   people,   and   God   himself   will 

be   with   them   as   their   God.   4   He   will   wipe   away   every   tear   from   their   eyes,   and   death   shall 

be   no   more,   neither   shall   there   be   mourning,   nor   crying,   nor   pain   anymore,   for   the   former 

things   have   passed   away.”5   And   he   who   was   seated   on   the   throne   said,   “Behold,   I   am 

making   all   things   new.”   Also   he   said,   “Write   this   down,   for   these   words   are   trustworthy 

and   true.”   6   And   he   said   to   me,   “It   is   done!   I   am   the   Alpha   and   the   Omega,   the   beginning 

and   the   end.   To   the   thirsty   I   will   give   from   the   spring   of   the   water   of   life   without   payment.   7 

The   one   who   conquers   will   have   this   heritage,   and   I   will   be   his   God   and   he   will   be   my   son.   8 

But   as   for   the   cowardly,   the   faithless,   the   detestable,   as   for   murderers,   the   sexually 

immoral,   sorcerers,   idolaters,   and   all   liars,   their   portion   will   be   in   the   lake   that   burns   with 

fire   and   sulfur,   which   is   the   second   death.” 

Various   traditions   within   the   church   have   muddled   this   up   by   speaking   of   the   eternal 

home   of   Christians   as   though   heaven   were   a   place   out   “there”   that   we   will   one   day   all 

escape   to.   But   in   Revelation   21,   John   describes   heaven   as   a   place   coming   down   to   fill   up 

this   present   creation.   When   it   does   all   those   who   believe   in   Jesus   and   His   work   on   their 

behalf   will   be   raised   from   the   dead   in   this   restored   and   renewed   creation,   while   all   those 

who   would   not   believe   in   Jesus   and   confess   Him   as   Lord   will   be   raised   to   an   everlasting 

judgment.   But   in   the   end,   all   the   earth   will   be   filled   with   the   knowledge   of   the   glory   of 

God,   as   the   waters   cover   the   sea.   God   will   be   all   in   all,   and   all   things   will   be   made   new. 
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Restoration:   Humanity   &   God 

*Those   who   have   not   put   their   faith   in   Jesus   will   be   judged   by   Him   for   their   rebellious   sin 

and   be   eternally   removed   from   God’s   presence.   Though   the   concept   of   Hell   and   eternal 

punishment   is   unfashionable   today,   it   remains   a   concrete,   future   reality   for   those   who 

refuse   to   repent   and   embrace   Jesus   as   their   Savior.   (Rev.   20,   2   Cor.   5:10,   1   Peter   4:5)   17

Those   who   have   put   their   faith   in   Jesus   will   spend   eternity   living,   worshipping   and 

serving   God   with   joyful   intimacy   and   friendship.   One   of   the   primary   images   used   by 

scripture   is   that   of   a   marriage   and   a   wedding   feast.   The   Church   is   presented   as   the   bride 

of   Christ   Jesus   (Eph.   5,   2   Cor.   11:2,   Rev.   19:7-10)   and   the   people   of   God   are   invited   to   a 

magnificent   wedding   feast.   These   images   (along   many   more   from   the   Bible)   point   to   a 

future   reality   where   God’s   people   dwell   with   God   in   perfect   peace   and   harmony.    Shalom 

between   God   and   His   people   is   restored.  

Restoration:   Humanity   &   Self 

Our   dysfunctional   minds,   our   arrogant   hearts,   even   our   broken   and   failing   bodies   will   all 

be   made   new!   Not   only   will   we   think   and   act   in   perfectly   beautiful   and   wonderful   ways, 

but   we   will   be   given   new,   incorruptible   bodies.   No   more   cancer.   No   more   mental   illness. 

No   more   cataracts   in   our   eyes.   The   image   of   God,   perfectly   displayed   in   Jesus,   will   then 

be   perfectly   displayed   in   us.   This   will   fully   restore   the   lost   dignity   of   humanity.  

Restoration:   Humanity   &   Others 

Violence   will   end.   Loneliness   and   estrangement   will   cease.   True   intimacy,   affection,   and 

appreciation   between   people   will   be   restored!   No   longer   will   we   fear   one   another,   hate 

one   another,   or   hurt   one   another.   All   people   will   live   at   peace   with   one   another.   One 

beautiful   prophecy   from   Isaiah   2:4   describes   how   “ swords   will   be   beaten   into   plowshares 

and   spears   into   pruning   hooks.”    The   image   here   is   the   final   end   of   war   and   a   return   to   the 

land.   Weapons   are   recrafted   into   farming   tools.   We   stop   struggling   with   each   other   and 

return   to   our   original   work   of   cultivating   the   earth.   

Restoration:   Humanity   &   World 

What   began   in   garden   is   consummated   in   a   thriving   city   and   flourishing   earth.   The 

images   of   the   future   earth   from   the   Bible   point   to   renewed   land   -   that   no   longer   grows 

thorns   and   thistles   -   but   produces   good   fruit.   The   curse   of   futility   in   our   work   and 

17   For   further   exploration   on   the   question   of   “How   can   a   loving   God   send   people   to   Hell?”   Chapter 
Five   of   Timothy   Keller’s    The   Reason   for   God    is   recommended.   
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violence   in   nature   itself   is   rolled   back.   Scripture   also   describes   a   beautiful   city   where 

redeemed   culture   is   thriving.   Work   is   still   present!   All   signs   point   to   the   reality   that   we 

will   still   plant   gardens,   farm   the   land,   grow   food,   build   a   city,   play   music,   sing,   create 

culture,   play,   dance,   and   celebrate!   The   future   New   Creation   is   anything   but   boring. 

There   is   much   adventure,   fruitful   work,   and   good   fun   to   be   had!  

Restoration:   Summary 

A   day   will   come,   the   Scriptures   promise,   when   Jesus   will   return   and   will   bring   the   longed 

awaited   “reconciliation   of   all   things”   (Col.   1)   In   this   day,   at   long   last,   God   will   be   fully 

restored   to   His   creation.   Human   beings   will   be   restored   to   themselves—the   twin   follies   of 

pride   and   shame   graciously   replaced   with   the   thrilling   dignity   of   the   very   image   of 

Christ.   Human   beings   will   be   restored   to   one   another.   The   long   shadows   of   loneliness 

and   violence   finally   set   aside   in   the   warm   relief   of   embrace.   And   the   world   itself   will   be 

fully   and   finally   restored:   no   more   sorrow,   no   more   pain,   no   more   tears—only   unabated 

fruitfulness   giving   rise   to   a   perpetual   orchard   of   joy.   And   in   this   consummate   moment, 

the   good   news   of   the   gospel   of   Jesus—so   long   proclaimed,   and   in   such   bitter   darkness, 

will   be   fully   realized   and   beheld   in   the   radiant   face   of   Christ   Himself   (Rev.   21). 
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The   Drama   of   Scripture:   Summary   Chart 

 

                                     Time        → 
 
Relationship        ↓ 

Creation 
 
Shalom 

Fall 
 
Shalom   Broken 

Redemption 
 
Shalom   in   Process 

Restoration 
 
Shalom   at   Rest 

God  Intimacy 
Freedom 
Obedience 

Exiled 
Condemned 
Disobedient 

Pursued 
Forgiven 
Obedient 

Peace   with   God 
Worship   Obedience 

Self  Dignity 
Innocence 
Health 

Ashamed 
Disfigured 
Dying 

Image   Renewed 
Partial   Healing 

Image   Perfected 
New   Body 
Restored   Dignity 

Others  Delight 
Intimacy 
Appreciation 

Fear 
Violence 
Loneliness 

Reconciled 
Partial   intimacy 
Partial   appreciation 

Peace 
Intimacy 
Unity 

World  Gift 
Vocation 
Fruitfulness 

Disaster 
Exploitation 
Futility 

Reclaimed   Vocation 
 

Renewed   Earth 
Fruitfulness 
City   of   God 
 

 

 

The   Gospel 
 

Q:   What   then   is   the   Scriptural   vision   of   the   gospel? 
 
A:   In   Jesus   Christ,   God   takes   his   creation—which   has,   because   of   sin,   fallen   into 
ruin—and   redemptively   restores   it   in   every   part,   until   the   time   of   consummation,   in 
which   all   things   will   at   last   be   made   new.   It   is   this   Christ-centered,   comprehensive,   and 
restorational   gospel   that   should   animate   the   life   and   witness   of   the   Christian   church. 
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Assigned   Reading 
 
Read   “Part   1:   Echoes   of   a   Voice”   in    Simply   Christian    by   N.T.   Wright 

 

 

For   Further   Reading 

Simply   Christian    |   N.T.   Wright:   This   is   a   wonderful   introduction   to   the   Christian   faith   and 

is   easily   accessible   for   any   interested   reader.   It   is   the   companion   reader   to   the   Redeemer 

Foundations   Class.  

The   Drama   of   Scripture    |   Craig   G.   Bartholomew   &   Michael   Goheen:   This   book   provides   an 

excellent   overview   of   the   story   of   the   Bible   with   lots   of   interesting   detail.   It   is   written   at   a 

high   school/college   reading   level.  

The   Reason   for   God    |   Timothy   Keller:   This   is   an   excellent   book   for   engaging   the 

skepticism   of   our   present   day   with   well-reasoned,   sophisticated,   Biblical   thought.  

The   God   Who   is   There    |   Francis   Schaeffer:   A   classic.   This   thought-provoking   book   tackles 

the   question   of   God’s   existence   head-on.   

The   Jesus   Storybook   Bible    |   Sally   Lloyd-Jones:   A   lovely   children’s   Bible   filled   with   rich 

theology   that   communicates   the   mission   of   God   and   His   deep   love   for   His   people.  

The   Mission   of   God    |   Christopher   J.H.   Wright:   Graduate-level   scholarship   on   the   enduring 

mission   of   God   to   redeem   His   people   and   renew   all   things.   This   book   is   lengthy   and 

challenging,   but   well   worth   the   effort!  
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